Ruck Dubler Presenting: Purpose of a Career Fair

Raytheon is doing Interviews on Friday and may not be coming to Career Fair, if you want to do an interview you should get started on that.

Exploration
Good Opportunity to learn
Gain Confidence
Know Yourself
    Three most useful Job Skills
    people data and things
    Careers that interest you
    favorite activities relate to jobs
    where you like to work, large industry or small business

Develop a resume
    easy to read – scannable
    build on activities work experiences
    accentuate strengths
    use action words
    One page resume

Recruiters role at the career fair
    educate and inform you about the company
    identify potential candidates

what employees look for?
    Professional dress
    initiative
    quick learner
    enthusiasm

tips for success
    be ready to shake hands, smile and look the employer in the eyes
    Relax be friendly be yourself
    know some key facts about the company
    have you resume
    thank the recruiters
    use your time wisely
    look for shorter lines
    talk to a variety of small and large companies
    pick up literature and business cards

The approach
    shake introduction
    provide information like
graduation date
major
career interests
present a copy of your resume
be prepared for a mini-interview
may ask questions
answer as if a formal interview
remember personality

After the career fair
interview process
should I call
are you coming here?

Get the contact information from whoever you talk to